
The Invention and Development of Early Silent Cinema
_______-_______

The Advent of Cinema
 Industrial era – mass production of
  Magic Lantern Slides
  Photography books
  Illustrated Fiction
Industrial Era:
 Telephone –  1876
 Phonograph –  1877
 Electric Light - 1879
 Automobile – 1880s

Cinema – 1890s

5 conditions that led to the development of cinema:
1. Discovery that the human eye perceives________________ when a series of images is 

placed before it in rapid succession. 
2. The capacity to project a rapid series of images on a surface. 
3. The ability to use photography to make successive picture on a clear surface.
4. Requirement that photographs be printed on base flexible enough to be passed through 

a camera quickly.
5. Experimenters had to find a suitable intermittent mechanism for cameras and 

projectors - at least _____  ______________ had to slide in place and move away each 
second. 

Precursors to motion pictures
 1877    Emile Reynaud 

France
 Created a projecting praxinoscope –  similar to zoetrope but with mirrors instead 
 of slits that projected onto a screen. 
1878
___________________    _________________
California
 _____________________  the movement of a _________________
 used _____   __________________ recording at _______   __________ intervals
 made a lantern project using illustrations of the original images.

1888     Edison
USA
 Decided to create motion picture machines. Finally.

Asst. _______________ uses Eastman Kodak film to create a ____________
20 seconds long
Subject matter: athletes, performers, dancers 
Built a studio to film and process films
____________– New York - ___________  _____________ parlor opens
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1894 
France
 ___________________  ____________________ produced short firms that 
 would be _______________ than ___________________.
 Shot films at ________  ________________ per second

First projected film: Workers Leaving the Factory  
December 28, 1895 Grand Café – Paris – fashionable patrons paid a franc to see a 
25-minute program of ten films about a minute each. 
Within weeks 20 shows per day with long lines
Early French film companies: __________  and _______________

_____________________________ - first female film director 
1894
England
R.W. Paul 
 created duplicate kinetoscopic slides  

1895 – made own camera and shot Rough Se at Dover  
Invented a ___________________for films and sold rather than leased it – led to 
greater _________________________ of film making in England and Europe
1896 – Projected films become popular in England

1900 - James Williamson – The Big Swallow
1903 - G.A. Smith – Mary Jane’s Mishap

Edwin S. Porter
 Film projectionist turned filmmaker
 Worked for Edison

__________________prompted Edison to make longer films/ shot in a studio
Among first to use multiple camera positions, filming on location and out of 
sequence, and later editing scenes in order
Production shifted to narrative stories
1903 - __________________________________

Georges Melies 
 Famous filmmaker - worked in all genres
 Owned  theater. 

Most popular film:  A Trip to the Moon 1902 
Enhanced mise-en-scene by ____________________________ film
Developed stop-motion photography, ‘special effects’ such as disappearing 
objects and dissolves/fades
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